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Six Things You Should Know
1. GR is not your entire reading program. 

2. GR is more than watching a student read an easy book. 

3. GR is not following a curriculum, it is following a child. 

4. GR requires a knowledge of the reading process. 

5. GR increases in power if you integrate reading, writing 
and word study. 

6. GR is the best opportunity to scaffold comprehension.

Independent

Whole Group

Guided Reading

Guided Reading is the Bridge 
between 

Modeling and Independent Practice

Guided Reading Lesson Framework 

J

Day 1 
• (Sight Word Review) 

• Introduce the Text 

• Read Text, Discuss,  

and Teach 

• Word Study

Day 2 

• (Sight Word Review) 

• Reread Text, Discuss,  

and Teach 

• Guided Writing

M
Top 12 Strategies

• Monitoring 

• Retelling 

• Clarifying Vocabulary 

• Questioning 

• Main idea/details 

• Analyzing characters

• Analyzing relationships 

• Inferring 

• Summarizing 

• Evaluating 

• Using text features 

• Analyzing text structure

 Select the Focus



• Problem


• Contrasting characters


• Well-organized nonfiction


• Supportive text features

 Select an Engaging Book  
that Makes Them Think!

Decide

Guide the Reader

• Differentiate  
• Prompt 
• Scaffold 
• Discuss 
•Write 

Monitoring is
the Foundation 

of 
Comprehension

#1

Prompts for Monitoring

Word/sentence 
Level

Text Level

Does that  
make sense?

Do you 
understand what you 

read?

Paraphrasing
“State it in your own words! If all you can do is 
repeat the author’s own words, with some minor 
alterations in their order, you had better suspect 
that you do not know what the author means.” 

Adler & Van Doren, How to Read a Book, p. 125

#2
Scaffold for Paraphrasing-STP 



Why do children  
struggle to retell?

- Limited working memory 
- Difficulty sequencing events 
- Poor visualization skills 
- Don’t include story elements

Shared Retelling Guided Writing Analyzing
• Compare/contrast ideas 

• Analyze a character’s feelings, 
traits, and motivations 

• Make inferences from text clues
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Going Deeper  
• Insert 3-4 sticky notes in the book. 

• As children read, they write a word that 
describes the character on that page.

brave 
scared 
glad

brave scared glad

After Reading More advanced steps. . .
TRANSITIONAL LESSONS: 

Character Feelings and Traits
Happy Sad Mad Good

glad unhappy angry helpful

joyful sorry cross kind

loved hurt mean safe

proud down grumpy friendly

merry lonely grouchy thankful

lucky awful moody caring

silly hopeless cranky polite

delighted ashamed furious respectful

excited disappointed irritated thoughtful

terrific discouraged displeased patient

cheerful gloomy touchy generous

thrilled miserable annoyed grateful

pleased depressed impatient relaxed

Scared Mean Brave Other

afraid selfish unafraid lazy

frightened rude bold clever

nervous greedy fearless hopeful

shy nasty adventurous bored

worried foolish daring impatient

terrified jealous courageous responsible

anxious ungrateful determined curious

confused dishonest confident embarrassed

frustrated sassy gutsy concerned
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Determine Importance 
Students learn to identify the main idea 

and important details using:

• Key words

• Text Features 

• Repeated Words 

• Headings

• Chapter Titles
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What is the big 
idea? 



Very Important Part (V.I.P.)

Flag the V.I.P. Sentence (or illustration)

• Students flag an important 
sentence.


• As you confer with 
students, ask them to 
explain why they flagged 
the sentence.


• After reading, guide 
students in discussing the 
important parts.

Key Details

• Use assessments to identify the comprehension 
focus


• Select texts that engage students and provide 
opportunities for teaching new comprehension skills


• Prompt students AS they read to dig deeper into the 
text


• Guide students AFTER they read to discuss and write 
about the text


“Readers are always working to construct meaning, so 
comprehending is an ongoing process rather than simply 

the outcome or product of reading.”  
                                                          Fountas and Pinnell
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